
The  Changing View from Oxford
1]].  Our  Most Dread Sovereign ..  .
R. C. HAIRSINE

THE  EXCITEMENT and speculations of those who rode into Oxford bearing news
'qf the  battle near  Leicester  must  have been quickly dampened by the  sombre
mood in the  city and its university. The fate of princes and  lords  would  hold
little interest amidst fear of the new epidemic now raging within the walls. The
‘sweating sickness’ is  thought  by some to  have  been a particularly virulent strain
of influenza,55 apparently previously unknown, which has since  recurred  at
intervals till the present. The Register of Merton College  provides a  vivid
record apparently written shortly after the disease subsidedzfi“

‘The  same year, about  the end of August and the beginning of  September,
a strange' and unprecedented occurrence began in the university, which,
coming with sudden sweating, has abruptly taken the lives of  many.  At
length, about the end of September, the affliction spread  just  as suddenly

. throughout the whole realm. In the  City of London, three mayors died
within ten days and  thus, spreading from the  east  through the  south  and into

_  the  west, the extraordinary scourge smote almost all the nobles  both  spiritual
'and  temporal short of the very high'est. Within twenty-four hours all either
died or recovered. Such a sudden and cruel  massacre, as it  were, of the wise
and  good  men among us has not been  heard  of for centuries. Apart from a
few  cases, the epidemic did not last beyond  a month  or six weeks. At length
a  remedy has been found against this extraordinary pestilence in that the
infected person should be promptly covered by blankets  for twenty-four
hours, not to  excess but in moderation (many in fact had been  sufl‘ocated by
cgvering with  excess blankets), he  should  drink warm beer and not  take  any
alr.’

Henry Tudor  prudently delayed entry into London until the epidemic had
subsided and his coronation was  held  (belatedly for  those days) on 30th  October.
By that  time life was  returning to normal at Oxford and Richard Mayhew, the
President of Magdalen College was ordered by the Founder to  attend  the
coronation.“ Mayhew seems to have  enjoyed good  relations with Richard
III“ and he may well have had some misgivings  about  the change of dynasty.
In the event his face was to fit  very well indeed. He was made 21 King’s Chaplain
again within  three  years and in  1490  he was Ambassador to Spain concerning
the proposed marriage of Prince Arthur for which service King Henry was to
write appreciatively to the university convocation  in  1491.  In  1493  he  became
Archdeacon of  Oxford  and  over  the  next  ten years he rose rapidly in favour
acquiring a  multiplicity of official posts so that in 1504 he was concurrently a
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member  of the  King’s  council, Royal Almoner, Chancellor of the University
and  Bishop of Hereford.”

More mundane  indications of both the change of regime and  a  return to
normality after the events of the late summer are revealed by the' accounts of
Mayhew’s college  of Magdalen“ which record the payment of fourpence to the
keepers  of Lord Stanley’s bears who brought their charges to Oxford in the
twelfth  week  of Michaelmas term  1485.  The two  keepers  together with ‘a
hermit  of the  chapel  of St  Vincent’ dined with the fellows on the Wednesday of
that  week.

By November, business at  a higher  level was resumed with the masters
meeting in  Convocation  at St Mary’s where they authorised the  usual  flurry of
letters to the chief men of the new regime, an exercise all too  frequent  in the last
three decades.‘u University Register ‘F  '  records  four  such letters which have
been  translated and summarised by Anstey.82

The first is to Peter Courtenay, Bishop of  Exeter, who had been  attainted
by Richard III’s Parliament in February 1484  and had  since  been in  exile  in
France:

‘Reverend  father in Christ, etc.  . .  .  We rejoice  that  you  have come  safely
through  great  and bitter  trouble; to be, as we hope, of great service in the
world. You are now so circumstanced that you can prove by your actions
that  your disposition  inclines, no less than your fortune enables, you to be
our protector: and this we beg that  you will do by defending us in any suits
by which we may be  unjustly assailed.  Nothing can shed more glory upon
your  name, already illustrious in our annals by the  good  deeds of  your
ancestors .  . .  Dated 28th  November’ (presumably 1485).

The second  letter  is addressed to another  former exile, John de  Vere, Earl
of  Oxford  and Henry T udor’s  ablest  lieutenant  at  Bosworth:

‘  .  . . During your  long exile, in the many changes of this life and the
cruelty of  fortune, your unswerving loyalty and  noble  character have caused
you to be  regretted  by the  people  as few have  been; so that we may venture to
say that, though none  dared to praise, yet  none ceased  to love  you.  So  mar-
vellous have  been  your  many escapes from snares and perils that we  must
attribute  them  to  a  special  interference  of  providence, which has  brought  you
back to your  country not  only in safety but in  honour; to be the chief buttress
of the  throne  and  defender  of all the  realm.  Receive the congratulations of the
University of  Oxford, commending her fortunes to your favour, and  venturing
to  hope  her name may be some title to your patronage.’

It has  been  noted “3 that beneath the often  obsequious flattery and  frequently
contrived biblical and classical allusions to be found in the university's letters
to the  great, there is, where it can be checked, a  core  of hard fact. In the quest
for patronage the lobbyists  appear  to have drawn the line  between  flattery and
fabrication. In this case the Earl of Oxford did indeed  appear  to  bear  a charmed
life. The story of his  escapes  and changing fortunes is almost stranger than
fiction and  Henry leant  heavily on his  resultant  military experience.

Both  the de  Vere letter  and the one to Lord Stanley which follows it in the
Register are  undated, probably because the originals were issued concurrently
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and the recorder  thought  it unnecessary to date  them  all. The  tone  of the letter
to  Thomas  Stanley is  more personal  giving a  surprising impression  of  frankness
as if the writer  were  well acquainted  with  the  recipient  and  glad  to  address  one
who could  serve  as  a  bridge  between  the old and the new establishment. It is
tempting, but entirely speculative, to read into this  letter  the  hand  of John
Russell, Bishop of Lincoln, the University Chancellor and himself, as Lord
Chancellor of England to Richard and Counsellor to Henry, a bridge to hold
together the administration  through  the dynastic upheaval.

‘  .  . . Everything is new to us, and  though  we  hope  the  present  order may
prove firmly established, it is but in its infancy. The occasion  seems  therefore
proper for a prudent regard to our own well-being. Our private afiairs in
fact  depend entirely on the  good  will of the King in  whom  tradition endows
all power and of  those  most  inclined to befriend us. For his renown, it is
enough that  he matches his uncle  Henry VI in piety and his grandfather
Henry V in  military prowess. But whilst  there  is no  reason  why our most
happy prince  should not be admired and congratulated for his virtues and
fortune, we  pray with  clasped  hands that he may surpass his  ancestors  in
clemency, benevolence and greatness of  mind.  Accordingly, we considered it
to be the consensus of this our university to  make  public and write  down  our
warm  afl‘ection not only to him but to you who are viewed by us as one of the
most cordial among all the  nobles  of  this realm.  We had with us your
brother, “4 a  man of many virtues indeed. Of  course  we do not profess him to be
an Aristotle of  philosophy nor, in the explanation of the mysteries of  theology,
another  Augustine, but nevertheless  a  steadfast mind and a  true  faith and
against the  enemies  of  Christianity no mediocre or  common bulwark.  And
now we have  your son,“ your very image, whose  noble  character we admire
and  love  eagerly and we look forward to  a  prosperous career for him. In
View  of our long-standing afl'ection for you we are not afraid now to  seek  your
good offices  to  reveal  to the King our sentiments towards him and our future
devotion to his  service.  Certainly, as  regards  our  love  for your family it  would
be  superfluous  to say more.  And therefore  most  wise lord may you always
prosper  in  wisdom.’

The inaccurate family relationships  attributed to Henry will not pass
unnoticed and may have been  regretted  a  little later when his  status  became more
widely known.

Finally, never averse to the  direct approach, the University addressed their
congratulations to Henry himself. Knowing very little  about  the recipient, the
writer was forced to call  upon  the  more  impersonal and hackneyed classical
allusions to fill out the rhetoric considered appropriate for greeting an un-
known victor. The  result  is singularly devoid of interesting detail  and is  printed
elsewhere.  5°

The opening of the new Calendar year on 25th March, 1486, was  marked
by the arrival at  Oxford  of the King’s uncle Jasper  Tudor, ‘his gentlemen  and
others‘." The newly created  Duke  of  Bedford  was received outside the city
walls at Magdalen  College  and  presented  with the traditional  gift  of gloves.
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Recent historians have  sought  to discredit  their  predecessors’ use of dynastic
eras and key dates  to punctuate our view of the past on the grounds that  most
contemporaries  were unaware of the significance of  these events.  This  cannot
be  true  of 1485. The  Battle  of Bosworth, the sweating sickness, Henry VII’s
Coronation  and first Parliament followed by the Royal Marriage and the
Stafi‘ords’ insurrection would surely have made  the year memorable, and for
the scholars of Magdalen, the college year 1485-6 closed solemnly with the
death of their founder William  Wayneflete  on  11th August, 1486.  Three carts

were  required to  bring his final bequests to  Oxford  from the  episcopal palace  at
Bishop’s Waltham."

The  other  father figure of the university, its  Chancellor, John  Russell,
Bishop of  Lincoln, was very much alive  and burdened  with  affairs of  state.”
These  did not  prevent  him from finally securing for the university, on lst March,
1487, the letters  patent  confirming their privileges  that  had first  been sought
three  years before in Richard  III’s  reign." A friend in high  places  like John
Russell was bound to be an  absentee  Chancellor and  most  of his  duties  at
Oxford  were no  doubt performed  by his commissary or  deputy, Richard
Mayhew of Magdalen College. "’1 Consequently, when, a  few years later the
time  came  for his  re-election, there were  some  murmurings which caused Russell

to resign but he was persuaded to reassume the oifice. ”’2

It is therefore with no surprise that we find the masters seeking Russell’s
presence  when a crisis arose early in  March, 1487. On 5th March  a  letter was

dispatched to the  Bishop remarking how much was  accomplished  on his last
visit and entreating him to  come  as soon as possible to resolve their present
difficulties.  By the same  messenger a  letter was sent to the King asking him to

excuse  Russell from ‘business of your royal  council’ for matters of vital 1m-
portance required  his  presence  at Oxford. 73 There  is little  doubt  that the matter
of  vital  importance was the  presence  in the precincts of Robert Stillington,
Bishop of  Bath  and Wells, and his  reluctance  to obey a  summons  to go to the

King. Readers will no doubt  reéall Stillington’ s vital  role  as the alleged principal
witness to Edward  IV’s  marriage or betrothal to Eleanor  Butler, his subsequent
brief  imprisonment  and  pardon  by Edward in  1478, and his key role  in Richard
of  Gloucester’s assumption  of the  throne  in  1483.  Henry VII’s  assessment of
Stillington’s importance  is  demonstrated  by the  speed  with which he issued  a
warrant for his  arrest  on 22nd  August, 1485. His  subsequent  hasty pardon and
prominent  role in the Coronation ceremony have not  been  satisfactorily ex-
plained." Most  authorities  state  that Stillington  took  refuge at  Oxford  after
the failure of the  Simnel  rebellion in which he had  some undefined  role.75
However, it is clear from the correspondence in Register ‘F’ that his arrival at
Oxford  sometime before March, 1487, substantially antedates  Simnel’s  ‘crown-
ing’ at Dublin on Whitsunday of that year.  Nevertheless, Stillington may very
well have  been  involved 1n the preparations for the  i_mposture  and his residence
at Oxford could be  connected  with the initial recruitment of the  ‘feigned boy’.
The priest William  Symonds  who  tutored  Lambert Simnel was said to  have
confessed him to be the son of  a joiner  and organ  maker  of Oxford."

When  the university letter reached  him ‘on the  road twenty miles out of
London’, 7" John  Russell  was not on the  King’s  business but catching up on his
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episcopal  duties  ‘doing in  person  the work neglected by our coadjutor” all the
last year’. Unable  to  come  in  person, he suggested  they send Master  Thomas
Randolf to  meet  him at  Buckingham  on the 13th March  with  full instructions.

By the  time  this  reply reached Oxford the  expected message  from the King
had also arrivedz'”

‘By the  Kyng.  Trusty and welbelovyd, we  grete  you  wele.  And where as
we late, fi'ore certen grete  and  urgent  caases touchynge  owre personne  and the
quietenesse  of thys owre realme, sent for the  bysshoppe  of  bathe, reseaunt
w‘yn owre Universite there, to  come  unto us; he, obsynatly leyng aparte  hys
natural]  deuty and  observaunce, refused to  obey owre  commaundement  yn
that  part: wherewyth we  nethere  were  nere  yett  be  content  or pleased. And
fore  as muche as we be enformyd  that  he there contynueth, usyng certan
practyses prohybyte by the lawes off  holy church and  othere  damnabyll
conjurecies  and  conspiraes, as it ys probably shewyd as wele agenst us as to
the subversione of the universal! wole and tranquillyte ofl‘ thys  cure
realme; .  .  .  ’

Anticipating resistance  on the  score  of academical privileges Henry hastened
to  pre-empt  any assertion that Stillington was engaged in study ‘ne  yett  ys
matriculate‘ which  latter point  was patently false as the bishop was  a doctor  of
Law.  Charging them to deliver him up to ‘owre trusty and wolbeloved chaplayn
master Edward Wylloughby’, Henry promised  to ‘be as  good  and favorabyll
lorde  unto  as  evere  were eny ofl' owre  nobyll progenytours’ if  they complied, or
ifl not:  ‘ye  shall  geve us cause to  attempt  such weys  .  . . as shall  nott  be unto yor
p easure.’

Henry did not get his way immediately nor is  there  any direct  record  of the
evasive reply or  report returned  by Master Willoughby. With the fresh memory
of the  Stafi‘ord  brothers being dragged  fromlthe  sanctuary of nearby Abingdon
Abbey the previous  year, the Masters showed considerable  courage  and opti-
mism  in the  attempt  to  protect  their  colleague.  However, Henry had  some
respect  for the clerical cloth and he  seems to have been  prepared  to play cat and
mouse  with his  prey. Perhaps  he realised, as intelligence  came  in from other
sources, that Stillington did not  figure  so large in the Yorkist conspiracies as he
originally suspected  and it was only necessary to  keep him out of mischief.

The second signet  letter," dated at  Chertsey Abbey on  14th March,
gently increases the  pressure:

Master Willoughby the chaplain is  replaced  by ‘Edmunde  Hampdene son of
the squyers of our body, for the receiving of the saide bysshope of  yow, and his
conveyans unto us; desiring and prayyng yow, and never the lesse  upon payn  of
forfaiturc of your privileges, and upon your allegiaunce straiteli chargin yow,
that, w'owtc eny ferther delay or  other excuse, ye  send  unto us the  saide  bisshop
. .  .  ’ A  suggestion of grim  humour creeps  in as Henry notes: ‘ye, ensuyng our
wille and desyre comprised yn our said  letters, have made  so  grete  and diligent
serche w‘n  that  owre universite, that, after  your long labors and devoiris done
in that  partie, finally ye attaigned and  come unto  the  place  where the Bysshop
of  Bath  secretly w‘out  any reasonable cause had hid him.’ A  postscript  adds
‘fl'orther more, we in lyke wise charge yow, that unto cure  said  chaplayn  and
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servant ye deliver  those  persons, and ich of  theym, that  for thavoiding of the
said bisshop, and to thentent ye sholde not have foon him, conveid him  from

place  to  place  and hid  him.’ The somewhat rambling and occasionally repetitive
style  of  these letters strongly suggests the direct dictation of the King without
recasting by a  secretary.

A  week  later  on 22nd March having received no satisfaction, Henry wrote
with vinegary sarcasm betraying his drift:81

‘Where as we late  dyverse  tymys have wretyn unto you for to  have
delyveraunce of the bysshope of  Bathe, we can  nott  yet by suerlye answeryd
. .  .  howe  be it we have from you pleasaunte answerys and wordys and none or
lytyl efl'ect ofi' dede: whereof we marvel gretly, assertaynyng yow that we have
caused our recordys thoroughly to be serchyd and oversawen, and it cannot

be founde  that  ye have eny franches or lyberteis for to retynewe w'in yow any
personnes  ayenst  whom treason  is  alleged  . . .  ’

Apparently losing patience, he  turns  to  naked  threats:

‘Yfl‘ ye of obstynacye refuse to  obeye thys our commaundement, we shall
not only sende thydet suche  power as  ours entent  in thys partie shalbe
undowtly executed  and fulfylled but also provide for the punnishment off
your  disobeissaunce  in suche Sharpe wyse as shalbe to the ferfull  example  of

them  so presumyng or attemptyng herafter.’

The  King’s  latest  message  must  have  convinced the  commissary and masters
that further prevarication would be perilous and by this time it was becoming
apparent that  no third  party was going to intervene to spirit  Stillington away
from  his precarious sanctuary.

Their formal  reply to the King“2 is, unusually, stated as from  ‘the  Chancellor
of your University of Oxford and the community of  regents  of the  same’
prcébably indicating either John  Russell’s presence  or his drafting of the  letter.
It egins:

‘Most happy Prince  Henry, by the Grace of God  most dread  King of
England  and  France, sole  protector  of the University of  Oxford, The  Chan-
cellor  and  Regents  of the  same, with all  reverence  and subjection  recommend
themselves  to  you.  So  grave  is the  subject  concerning which we have written
to your Royal  Highness, most  Christian Prince, that  were it not for the  danger
threatening the very existence  of our university, we  should  be as much afraid
to write as to act at all in the matter.  .  . ’

After  lengthy preambles  the  letter  outlines the present dilemma:

‘After  the  letter sealed  by your Highness on the fourteenth day of  this
month  was  brought  to us on the Ides of March (15th) for us to read publicly
before the convocation of Regents and non-Regents, we went to the reverend
father  in  Christ  the  Bishop .of  Bath  in order  that  we  might  show the letter to
him  but, though in all  other  matters we  should  greatly prefer to be his ad-
vocates  rather than  his accusers, we  found  it  very diflicult  to  come  to an

interview; and, when at last we  succeeded, a  great part of the day was  spent
in  disputing the  question.  The  Bishop, in  short, refused  to go to your  Majesty,
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-  not  because  he feared to  appear  before you—in whose goodness he has con-
fidence—but from a conviction that he would be murdered before he  reached
your  presence; nor, though we undertook to  provide  him with an  escort,
could we  remove  his apprehension: and, unless personal violence is em-
ployed, we think he will not  obey your  Majesty’s  summons. Now, we will
not detain him  here, nor, on the other hand, dare we use any force to remove
him, lest  we fall under the censures of the Church. We pray that, seeing his
ptesence here  is only trouble to us, you will so manage the matter  that  we may

.  not  suffer; and thereby add to all your previous goodness the greatest benefit
of all.’

The  same day, letters  were  dispatched to the new Bishops of Winchester
and  Ely" and to John Morton, “v 35 now Archbishop of Canterbury, seeking
advice and intercession. _

The King replied by return" suitably mollified by the humble and frank
university epistle:

.  ‘Trusti  and welbeloved, we grete yow wele: And aswele by the continue
of your lettre to us late presented, as by thexperiens of your  dedis, we perceive
at large your  firme  and faythfulle disposicion towards us, flat the which we
hertily thanke  yow, and pray you therin to continue. And for asmoch as ye
drede  to rynne yn the tymorous  censurs  of the church, yf ye schulde lay handis
upon  the  bisshoppe  of  bathe, and  have  besoughth us not to  breke  the libertes
of your privileges and franchises, We  m  salvation of the  same, send thider
at this  tyme  Edmund Hampden steward of your seid liberteis, and our trusti
and welbeloved  servant  and squyer for cure body; James Parkar, this berar,

,to  attache  the said bisshoppe .  .  .  yf any Rescous or resistance bee  attempted
to be made we pray yow to  yeve  unto  thaym youre  goode  and lovyng as-
sistence  .  . ."

What further  excuses could  be found to shield  Stillington  without breaking
the King’s  patience?  Certainly, he was not produced on  this  occasion as is
shown by Henry’s next letter  of 9th April. 37 The gates of Oxford would have
closely watched but it would not have been  difficult  for the  Bishop to have  been
hidden by his friends somewhere in the_warren of halls and tenements  without
any ‘official’ knowledge of his whereabouts. Priest holes were surely not only
an Elizabethan development. One is led to suspect also that  Henry’s  agents
were not unsympathetic and their searches and representations may not have
been  so rigorous as they reported back:  ‘oure  trusty and welbeloved chapellayn
master Edwarde  Willogby,—to  whom ye be greatly beholdyng for the good
reaport  that  he hath made divers tymes  unto  us of you—’ Henry commanded
that  the  Bishop be found and  kept  ‘tyl after  thys  nexte  Estre and  then  to see
hym  delyvered  to our servant Edmund Hampden’.

About this  time  a  reply was received from Archbishop Morton assuring
the university of his good  offices  but entrusting the messenger to explain his
opinion  on the  present  case verbally.

After  Easter, on  26th  April, Henry, then at Coventry, dispatched Edmund
Hampden  with  another letter" ‘straitly commaunding you so to ordre and
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directe the scolers of our Universite there, that  oure saide  servant may take  and
convey from thens the' said Bisshoppe unto such  place  as we have  appointed  him,
without any'lette, obstacle or internupcyon of theim or any othir w‘yn  oure
town  there. and  that  ye see  this  cure commaundment to be observed and  obeid,
upon  the  payn  of forfaiture of youre fraunchises and avoydyng othre daungiers
that  to you may ensue at your  peril].  ’

There is no further correspondence about Stillington in Register  ‘F’.
Whether H_enry secured him as  a  result of his fifth  letter  or whether he was too
busy organising defence against the impending invasion from Ireland is not
clear, but by the autumn the aged  Bishop was a prisoner in Windsor Castle. '9

.  News of the  battle  of  Stoke seems to have taken a long time  to  reach  Oxford.
As late as 6th July, rumours  of  insurrection  in the  north  w'ere  noted  in the
register  of  Merton  College to  justify the assignment of two  servants  to ac-

comp_any two fellows Journeying into  those  parts. ”0 Not until further down the
page is the  battle  reported (in  Latin): _, J

‘Sixteenth  of June. A battle was  fought  near Nuwerke  m  which the Earl
of Lincoln and  others, some  of them Germans, Irish and Swedes were killed
to the number of five thousand men.  Henry VII emerged victorious}

Whatever irritation the  King sufl'ered' m  the spring of  1487, seems to  have
been  forgotten or forgiven by the following year when  he  paid  a visit  to  Oxford,
probably staying at Magdalen  College, and  gave  forty oaks  from  the nearby
Royal  Forest of  Shotover  for the rebuilding of St Mary’s Church. 91 The  precise
date  of his visit is  obscure, there  being no descriptive record of the event in the

Magdalen College Register, like  those for Edward IV and Richard III. At the
e'nd of the  college  year  August  l487—August  1488, the  chapel  accounts  record  (in
Latin): ‘Received for  oblqtions  from the sacristan 27s 3d  with  one  noble offered
by the  most  dread sovereign Henry VII.  ’92

The college  accounts” for the same period record the  payment  of 3d for:
‘cleaning the hall, kitchen, pantry and the south side of the church for the
coming of the Lord  King.’ The grasslin the quadrangle was  cut, one  room
cleaned, and fresh hay laid up in the granary for the  same  occasion but without
date. Similarly the accounts of the  university proctors  9‘ show  us  that  Henry was
greeted  by a  procession led by the chief academics  preceded  by their silver cross
and they presented  him with the  usual gift  of gloves. It is  possible that  the visit
occurred  about  May 1488  because it is on 1st May that  Magdalen College  later

kept Henry’s obit  and after the Reformation commemorated him  annually as
one of the principal benefactors. 95

Despite  the events of 1485—7, the college was  also  to commemorate on  17th
September  each year, 9‘ Francis Lord  Lovell  whose  scholarship was  mentioned
in Part II of this paper. It would be interesting to know what  year  this was
gegun  so as to shed  some light  on contemporary beliefs concerning his fate after

toke - -  '

Henry VIl's claim to posterity is not so clear. Apart from the offering m
the chapel, he can be definitely credited  only with securing for  college  the  right
of presentation of priests to the benefices of  Findon  and Slimbridge“ which
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latter was to be charged with an annual  payment  to the college and for granting
the right to hold lands in mortmain." Henry’s  grants to the university itself
are  more notable; besides  the timber for St Mary’s, he undertook to  maintain
two students at Oxford  with  a  yearly allowance  of £5  each.“ In  1493  he  estab-
lished at  University College  an  obit  for Anne  Beauchamp, Countess of Warwick:
and in  1504  he made arrangments for the  university to receive £10  a  year for the
celebration of an elaborate  obit  for himself, the Queen and his parents. 10"
However, all  this pales  to  insignificance beside  the magnificent bequest of £5000
to  King’s College, Cambridge m his will of 1509.101

It was  both  inevitable and sensible  that  after the embarrassing episodes of
Simnel and Stillington and  a  few  other  awkward incidents102 the University of
Oxford should learn how to prosper under the  House  of  Tudor.  It was  invaluable
to  have  graduates such as Russell, Morton and Fox already established in the
Royal  service  and men like Richard Mayhew who could make themselves
acceptable  and  useful  to  Henry.  The university did not fail to reward  their  good
offices  _with honours.  When  Russell died in  1494, John Morton was elected
Chancellor  until  his death  m  1500 and Mayhew held the  office  from 1503. It IS
not surprising, but nevertheless inexcusable, that  under the influence of  these
men and during the  following century of reassertment of Royal  interference  m
and distortion of religious, political and historical  thought, the University of
Oxford  was  unable  to sustain a balanced, sceptical  View  of history. The Tudor
version was swallowed whole and served up again  and again as  respectable
academic fare for future generations.

In 1507, John Budden, Reader of Philosophy at Magdalen College  wrote
his Latin  Life  and  death  of the  most  reverend father  and  Lord  John _Morton
sometime Archbishop of Canterbury, High Chancellor  of England  and  Royal
Councillor‘“ drawing copiously and uncritically on More' sUtopia  and  History
of King Richard III.

In the succeeding generation, it fell to Dr Peter Heylin; another fellow of
Magdalen, to  create  the  most  exuberant flowering of the Oxford school of
historical  composition  with his  Memorial  of Bishop Waynflete, 160 nine-line
rhyming verses  recounting the  Founder’s  ‘life and times?“ It would be
tedious to  pursue  an  Oxonian  historiography of  late  fifteenth century to the
more  recent  and plausible works,”5 rather let us conclude with Hgylin' 5version
of Richard of  Gloucester' 5  part  in the  death  of Henry VI:_ .

Verse  I37  ‘Thcn, Henry, was  they murder first  made  known
. And all  deplored  thy lamentable fate.

Then, Richard, was they villany first shewn,
And all  abhorr’d  thy most  tyrannic state .  .  ." - _  ' ‘

and Richard’s visit to  Oxford  2' , _

Verse I49.  ‘Even  that  imperiouswolf whose tooth-born jaw .  -  .  '  V
- ‘  Devour’d  his brother’s children, who had dyed

His hands' 111 so  much  princely blood, whose raw
Unsettled government could scarce abide
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Absence  from  state  afl‘airs, in gentle  sort
His  ravenous tricks  and  state-mists  put aside,
Purposely came from  his  majestic court
To  View this  palace  where  Jove’s  brain bred daughters
Did  live secure from  all his  murdering slaughters.’
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ADDENDUM N0.  1
Readers will note that the parts of this article  dealing with Henry VlI’s pursuit of Robert

Stillington quote  contemporary letters  already briefly and quite independently referred  to in

the recent article by W. E. Hampton, ‘A  Further  Account of Robert Stillington.’ The  Ricardian,

Vol.  IV, No. 54, p.25.  In  order  to maintain the continuity of the  present  account the duplicated

material has been  retained.

ADDENDUM N0. 2
The author  wishes  to point out that an  alternative  version of the  second  University letter

congratulating Richard III on his  victories  summarised in Part II of this article, The  Ricardian,

Vol.  IV, No. 54, pp.15—16. is to be found in  Myers  A. 11., English  Historical  Documents 1327—

1485. 1969, p.905.
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